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Production Issues

- 1/18 – Data Miner 2 data not updated after 1800. Alerting and release approach to be enhanced.
- 1/16 – eRPM unavailable due to an unforeseen impact of an account change. Procedure updated and training conducted to prevent future issue.
- 1/10 – PJM.com and eDART unavailable for 5 minutes.
- 1/9 – eDART unavailable due to an unrelated change that unexpectedly impacted eDART. Deployment procedure updated.
- 12/20 – Intermittent issues logging into MSRS due to increased database connections. Shutdown source.
Tech Change Forum

The Tech Change Forum is a group for PJM and its members to coordinate, consolidate and share information about upcoming changes to PJM’s tools and systems. The forum will meet regularly to discuss how PJM can help members get ready for planned changes, the design of tools’ features and their prioritization, and how and when changes will be implemented.

The forum is for individuals who work hands-on with PJM’s tools or are responsible for the technology their organization uses to work with PJM’s tools.

Facilitator: Jim Glick
Secretary: Monica Burkett

Subscribe to Emails
Subscribe to the Tech Change Forum emails by selecting Technical Notifications on the Email Lists page.

Work Planning

2018 Planned Work

Date

1.22.2018
Start date and duration for these future work efforts are estimated and subject to change.